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Introduction. In a previous paper [3] a characterization was found

of the coherence invariant mappings of the group of linear trans-

formations of finite rank of one vector space onto a similar group for

a second vector space. In this paper we shall investigate the coherence

invariant mappings of the set of symmetric (self-adjoint) transforma-

tions of finite rank on a single vector space. We assume here that H

is a vector space of dimension S3 over a field of characteristic 5^2

and that % is self-dual relative to a nondegenerate hermitian scalar

product. The principal result obtained in this setting is that, similar

to the above mentioned case, the coherence invariant mapping is

essentially induced by a semilinear transformaton on £. L. K. Hua

has proved this for the special case of symmetric matrices over a

field, i.e., the case in which the scalar product is symmetric [l].

The generalization, therefore, is to the entire class of hermitian prod-

ucts and to infinite dimension and is made possible by an application

of the fundamental theorem of projective geometry and techniques

requiring commutativity of the field. The methods used differ from

thos*e employed by Hua and considerably shorten some of the argu-

ments.

The author wishes to acknowledge his indebtedness to Professor

C. E. Rickart for the many suggestions he offered during the prepara-

tion of this paper.

1. Self-dual vector spaces. Let 26 be a left vector space of dimen-

sion S3 over a field <£ of characteristic 9^2 and suppose that a-^ct*

is an involution in $, i.e., a—>a* is an automorphism such that

(«*)*= a. 36 may also be regarded as a right vector space over $ by

defining xa = a*x and addition as in 36. 36 is said to be self-dual if

there exists a nondegenerate hermitian scalar product (x, y) defined

on 36 X 26 to <J> having the following properties

(i) (ax + 0y, z) = a(x, z) + &(y, z),

(ii) (x, y) = 0 for all x implies y = 0,

(iii) (y, x) = (x, y)*.
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As a consequence of (i) and (iii) (z, ax-{-By) = (z, x)a*-\-(z, y)B*.

Also Jacobson [4] has shown that if Xi, • • • , xn are linearly inde-

pendent elements of £, then there exist elements yi, • • • , yn in 3E such

that (x,-, y,-) = 5,-,- where 5^ is the Kronecker delta.

If T is a linear transformation on -E the transformation T* such

that (xT, y) = (x, yT*) is called the adjoint of T and is unique when

it exists. A transformation T is said to be of finite rank n if its range

TUT is of dimension n. We shall denote this by writing r(T) = n. It

can be shown that every transformation of finite rank has the form

xT= E"=i (x> xi)yi where the sets Xi, • • • , x„ and yi, • • • , y„ are

each linearly independent in I [4], furthermore T* exists and has

the form xT* = E"-i (x,yi)Xi. Hereafter, we shall write T

= E"-i Xi®yi and T*= E"-i y«®*t when r(T)=n and regard P as

an element of the Kronecker product £<g)-E as described in [3]. We

then have ax®y = x®a*y. A transformation T is said to be sym-

metric (self-adjoint) if T=T*.

Lemma 1.1. If T is a symmetric transformation of finite rank then

T= Eu-i onjXj®Xi where a*] = aii.

Proof. Let T= E"-i y»®*<. then since T=T* we also have

T= E"-i *<®y»- Select Zj,j=l, 2, ■ • • , n so that (z;, x.) =5jf. Then

E"=i (2j> 3'i)x« = 3'y and we maY write P= E"-i a.-yXyiSix,-. Now z*P

= E"=i ai*x«' an<i z*^*= E"-i otkiXi, hence it follows that afk = aki.

We note that the matrix A = (ati) associated with T above has

rank n and satisfies the condition A*=A, where A* = (Bij), Ba = a%.

Also we remark when r(T) = l that T = ax®x, where a* = a.

Lemma 1.2. Every symmetric transformation T of finite rank is of the

form T= 2~^A~i(xixi®xi with a*=at. T is of rank n if and only if

Xi, • • • , x„ are linearly independent.

Proof. Suppose that T= E"-i otijXi®xi = E"-i Bktyt®yk, then we

shall show that A = C*BC where A = (a,-,-), B = (8kt), and C=(ykj) is

the matrix associated with the transformation yk = E"= i JkjXj. For,

n n n n

E ftC' ® yk =   E fed ® E ?*<*< =    E   ykiBkiyi ® x,-
fc,j=.l fc,i-l »=1 fc,1,1=1

n

=    E   yki&ktyijXj ® xt.
h,l,i,j—l

Thus a«=Ew-i1rS^*«T«- Now smce B may be regarded as the

matrix of a nondegenerate hermitian form on an w-dimensional space

and it is well known that there exists a nonsingular matrix C such

that C*BC has diagonal form [4], the conclusion is readily seen. The
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second statement is established by using the elements yi, • • • , y„ in

26 such that (xit yf) = 5,-y. Then yjT= (yjt ayXy)xy = ayXy.

2. Coherence invariant mappings. Assume hereafter that 26 is a

self-dual vector space over a field $ and let © denote the set of sym-

metric transformations of finite rank. A one-to-one mapping a of ©

onto itself is said to be coherence invariant, if, for Tu !T2£©, r(Tl—Tl)

= 1 whenever r(Ti — T2) = l, and er_1 possesses the same property. It

follows at once from this definition that if a maps 0 on 0 then the sub-

set of elements of rank one of © is mapped onto itself. In fact, if

r(Ti — T2)=n then r(T\—T^)=n. This is a consequence of the fact

that for T= £"_! a»x;®x,-, TG®, there exists a sequence of sym-

metric elements 7y, j = 0, 1, • • • , n, namely T0 = 0 and Tj

— £{ diXi®Xi, such that rfjTy+i — Tj) = 1. Furthermore, no shorter

sequence with this property exists. Since the most general coherence

invariant mapping may be obtained from one in which 0 maps onto

0 we shall consider only this type.

Now if 5 is a nonsingular semi-linear transformation of 26 with an

associated automorphism r of <£ and X is a scalar such that X* =X and

X„ denotes the linear transformation obtained by left multiplication

of X, it is readily seen that £«jXj®x;—->£(aiXi)SXe®XiS' = £Xa[x;S

®XiS is a coherence invariant mapping of © when r commutes with

the involution a—>a*. It suffices to show this must be the case for an

element of rank one. When the latter condition holds the mapping is

well defined and will be denoted by S\e®S. Our goal is to show that

every coherence invariant mapping is so induced.

Consider next a maximal set of mutually coherent symmetric trans-

formations of rank one, which we shall call a maximal set of rank one.

From the definition of coherence and the remark after Lemma 1.1

it is evident that such a set is comprised of all transformations

T = ax®x for some fixed x and a variable subject to the restriction

that a* =a (nonzero self-adjoint elements of $). If another representa-

tion of T is used, for example T = j3y®y, then it is readily seen that

in this case y = Xx, and so there is a one-to-one correspondence

between the maximal sets of rank one and the one dimensional sub-

spaces of 26. We remark that two distinct maximal sets of rank one are

disjoint. Now under a coherence invariant transformation <r a maxi-

mal set of rank one must be mapped onto a similar set and distinct

sets have distinct images, hence a induces a one-to-one mapping of

the one dimensional subspaces of 26. If [x] denotes the one-dimen-

sional space generated by x and T" is written T° = Px'®x'', then the

induced mapping will be given by [x]—>[x']. In Lemma 2.3 we shall

prove that [(x+y)']c: [x"]-)- [y7]. Finally it should be noted that
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if any pair of representatives z£[x] and z"£ \x"\ are selected and

then held fixed the image of T = az®z may be expressed as T"

= axz°®z°, where a—KXz is also one-to-one on the self-adjoint elements

of $ and dependent on the pair z and z".

Lemma 2.1. // (ax®xy = axx"®xa and (By ®y)"= Byy®y" where x

and y are linearly independent, then (ax®x-\-By®y)°= axx" ®x" -\-Bvy

®y".

Proof. Let T = ax®x-\-By®y. Sincer(P)=2 and r(T—ax®x) = l

= r(T"—axx"®x') we may write T' = axx''®x''Jryz®z, where z is

independent of x" but dependent on x" and y" because r(T — By®y)

= 1. Suppose that B varies over the nonzero self-adjoint elements of

$ while a, x, and y remain constant, then we claim T° is of the form

T" =axx" ®x" -{-y^)z®z, where z is fixed and yw varies over the set of

nonzero self-adjoint elements; in fact B—*y{m is one-to-one and onto

for the set. For, if Pi = ax®x-f-/3iy(g)y and T2 = ax®x-\-B2y®y, then

r(7i — P2) = l. Thus Tl = axx"®x"-\-yiZi®Zi, also T2 =axx<r0x^-1-72z2

®z2, and r(T{—T2) = 1 which imply Zi=Xz2; if not r(T{—T2) =2. As-

sume, therefore, that a, x, y, and z are fixed and z = 8x"-\-riy where

r\j*0, otherwise r(T") = 1. As a result of these assumptions we have,

T" - Bvy" ® y = ym(8x° + rjy) ® (8x" + r/y) + axx" ® x" - Bvy' ® y

= [5*7tf)5x" + 5*y^vy" + ctxx'] ® x"

+ [r,*y^8x" + ri*yWVy - pyy] ® y

wherey(m varies with /3. Assume next that 5 9*0. For r\T" — Byy"®y]

to equal 1 the following relation must hold

(8*y(s)8 + ax)x" + 8*ymvy = \m[v*ym8x' + (r,*y^r, - Pv)y°]

for all B 9* 0.

For some B = Bo, 5*yC0o)5 = —ax which implies\(^r]*y(-M8x" = 0. Thus

A(/3o)=o and 8*yiMr) = 0 which is a contradiction since neither t\ nor

7("o) is zero. We must have 5 = 0 and T" — axx"®x"-\-Byy®y.

Lemma 2.2. // T= E"=i «iX,-<S>x, is symmetric of rank n, then

T'= Yli-i<Xxixi®Xi, where (a;Xi®x,-)"= aXix1®x£r

Proof. The lemma is true for n= 1, 2 by the above result and we

are able to prove it for all n by induction. Assume the conclusion for

n — 1. Since r(T — E2 caxt ® xi) = 1 we may write T"

= By®y+JLlciXixi®Xi. Also r(T- E?_1 caXi®Xi) = 1 from which

we see that r(T"- E?-1 «*X®*D =r(By®y+ocXnx'n®xl-ctxlXi®x°)

= 1. Therefore y=X1x[+X„x^. Similarly we may show that y = 5iXj

-r-Sn-iX^!. Obviously X„ = 0 and T"= E«-i ctxixl®xi.
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Note that this argument does not hold for » = 2.

Lemma 2.3. If x, yG26 are linearly independent then [(x+y)"]

Q[x'] + [y'].

Proof. Let T = x-\-y®x-\-y = x®x-\-y®y-{-x®y-\-y®x, thus

r(T — x®x —y®y) =2 which implies r(T" — ax'®x''— /3y®y) =2

where (x®xy = ax"®x" and (y®y)"=j(3y'r®y'r. Now if T' — y(x+y)"

®(x-\-y)" we must conclude that (x-\-y)" is linearly dependent on x'

and y".

The last lemma asserts that the induced mapping (by a) of the

one dimensional subspaces satisfies the hypotheses of the fundamental

theorem of projective geometry (for the particular form used here see

Rickart [6]). We may therefore say that the mapping [x]—>[xcr] is

induced by a nonsingular semi-linear transformation 5 on 26. Employ-

ing this fact we may express the image of T = ax®x as T" = ctxxS®xS,

where ax is now dependent on x only. At this point we are not per-

mitted to assume that T'= (ax)S®xS = arxS®xS, or equivalently

that ax — aT, where r is the automorphism associated with 5. This is

true even if it were known that r commutes with a—>a*, but, of course

the latter has not yet been established.

Lemma 2.4. If x, y£26 are linearly independent then ax®x+(3y®y

= 7(x+y)® (x+y)+5(x— y) ®(x—y) implies a = B = 2y = 25.

Proof. Rewriting the equality we obtain

[ax — yx — yy — 8x -\- 8y] ® x = [yx + yy — Sx + Sy — /Sy] ® y

which implies 7 = 5 and a = 27. The last implications follow from the

fact that if z®x = w®y for x and y independent then2 = 0 =w, other-

wise there exists w£36 such that (u, z) f*0 which leads to a contradic-

tion.

By means of Lemma 2.4 we may show that the mapping a—>ax for

a* = a is actually independent of x and also that a/2—*ax/2. This is

seen by again considering x and y independent in 36. If

a a
T=ax®x+ay®y = — (x + y) ® (x + y) -\—- (x — y) ® (x — y),

then from what has previously been done, we have

T- = axxS ®xS + ayyS ® yS = (a/2)x+y(xS + yS) ® (xS + yS)

+ (a/2)x-y(xS - yS) ®(xS- yS),

whence ax=ay = 2(a/2)x+y = 2(a/2)x^v. Since the dimension of 36S3
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the desired conclusion is obtained. To make the remaining arguments

somewhat easier to read we shall follow the mapping a by the map-

ping %=(A')^)®I, where V is the image of 1£<£ and / is the iden-

tity mapping. Thus (x®x)'£ = x5®x5 for all x£26, and we may write

(ax®x)°t = a'xS®xS, where a—^a! denotes the induced mapping of

the self adjoint elements of 4>. It is apparent since ax®ax = a*ax®x

that (ax®ax)ci = (ax)S® (ax)S = aT*arxS®xS. Also (a*ctx®x)'(

= (a*a)'xS®xS, hence ar*ar = (a*a)' for all a, and, in particular,

aT*ar = (a2)' when a* = a. We next prove the following.

Lemma 2.5. The mapping a^>ct' is additive.

Proof. Suppose x and y are linearly independent and that

Oil
T = (oti + a2)x ® x + aiy ® y = — (x + y) ® (x + y)

«i
-1-(x — y) ® (x — y) + a2x ® x.

Thus

T°* = fixS ® xS + a2xS ® xS + aiyS ® yS,

or

T'i = 72 ® z + — (xS - yS) ® (xS - yS) + at xS ® xS,

since r(T — a.i(x— y)/2® (x— y) —a2x®x) = 1. The rank of Tis 2 which

means that z is a linear combination of xS and yS. Therefore, if

z = \ixS-\-\2yS, we obtain by equating the two forms of Tc( that

PxS ® xS + a{ yS ® yS =    \?y(\ixS + X2yS) + — (xS - yS)    ® x5

+ |X2*t(Xix5 + \2yS) - — (xS - yS)   ® yS.

From this equation one has

PxS = (\fy\i + ?y\ xS + f xx*7X2 - ^-JyS,

a{yS = (x2*yXi - —J xS + (\2*y\2 + — j yS.

Hence, Xi*7X2-ai'/2=0, X1*7X1+a1'/2 =0, and \2*yk2+ul/2=a{.

These combine to show a{/2 = X2*7X2 = Xi*7X2 which in turn implies

Xi=X2 and j3 = ai'. The mapping a-^a! is therefore additive.
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Lemma 2.6. a!= <xT for all a = a* in <£ and yT* =y*r for all 7(E<£>.

Proof. Assume that a and 8 are self adjoint elements of <i>. Since

a+B is also self adjoint (a+B)T*(a+8)T = [(a+B)2]'', aT*aT+8T*aT

+aT*8r+8T*Br=(a2)' + 2(aB)' + (82)' since # is a field. From previ-

ously determined identities it is immediate that BT*aT-\-aT*BT = 2(a8)'.

Let 8 = a~l then aT/ar*-\-aT*/aT = 2, consequently (aT — aT*)2 = 0 hence

aT = aT* for all a=a*, and 2aT8r = 2(aB)'. Next let 8 = 1 to ob-

tain aT = a'. Finally (7*7)'=77*7T for all 7£<£, as was previously

stated, which yields (7*7)' = (Y*Y)T = 7*ryr and Y*=y*T.

Having observed that r commutes with a—>a* we may now speak

of the mapping S® S which is well defined and state the principal

theorem.

Theorem 2.1. Let % be a vector space of dimension 2:3 over a field

$> of characteristic 9*2. Let ■£ be self-dual relative to a nondegenerate

hermitian scalar product with associated involution a-^>a* and © be the

set of symmetric transformations on H of finite rank. If a is a coherence

invariant mapping of © onto itself there exists a nonsingular semi-linear

transformation S onH with associated automorphism r and a self-adjoint

element X = X*£<I) such that T'= T\S\e®S\ for all TZE.&. Moreover,
<y*r = 7T*/or 7£3>.

Remark. Theorem 2.1 can be applied to obtain another proof of a

theorem concerning the extensibility of Jordan automorphisms on the

Jordan ring of symmetric elements of an involutorial primitive ring

with minimal ideals [5]. A simple modification of Hua's characteriza-

tion of the elements of rank one [2] to take care of symmetric ele-

ments, coupled with the fact that such a primitive ring is locally

canonical-matrix permits one to extend the Jordan automorphism

uniquely to the entire ring under the assumption that the ring arises

from an hermitian product.
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